TECHNOSCAPE
The architecture of engineers
closing event: Thinkers & makers of a better space

3pm | introduction
Pippo Ciorra Senior Curator MAXXI Architecture

3:15pm - 3:50pm | Beauty and risk
The main focus of the conversation is the increasing risk of climate change and the higher frequency of extreme environmental catastrophes.

universities
IUSS Pavia
Princeton University
moderation
Caterina Padoa Schioppa architect

3:50pm - 4:40pm | talk with
Barry Bergdoll Art Historian, Columbia University NY
Rory McGowan structural engineer and Director at Arup

introduction
Jennifer Greitschus Head of Exhibitions, Arup

4:40pm - 5:30pm | Newness: materials and techniques
To comply with the contribution the communities expect from us, architecture and engineering need to expand their knowledge of new materials and new techniques for using them.

universities
ETH Zürich and TU Delft
TU Berlin
University of Stuttgart
moderator
Luca Di Lorenzo Latinarchitect
Andrea Di Nezio MAXXI Architecture

5:30 pm - 6:20pm | talk with
Tullia Iori engineering historian, Roma Tor Vergata University
Guy Nordenson structural engineer, Princeton University

introduction
Andrea Di Nezio MAXXI Architecture
6:20pm - 7:10pm: Technology, Digital Culture, AI, Robotics

In their many different manifestations, tech and digital tools are changing the engineering culture. In this frame, we try to address how this change impacts the construction, rehabilitation, and urban and architectural management culture.

universities
University of Applied Arts Vienna
MIT - Massachusetts Institute of Technology

moderation
Luca Di Lorenzo Latini architect